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PREFACE 
The dissertation entitled "Problem of Stratification in Sample Survey" is 
submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India, for the partial 
fulfillment for the award of the degree of Master of Philosophy in 
Statistics. 
In this dissertation the problem of stratification is studied under different 
situations. 
Apart from the classical approaches some recent works using 
mathematical programming to solve the problem of stratification are also 
discussed,. 
The purpose of sampling theory is to develop economic procedure for 
sample selection ad to construct estimator of the unknown population 
parameters with required precision. Auxiliary information is an information 
about the main variable under study or about another variable which is 
highly correlated to the with the main variable ad o which information is 
either already available or may be obtained easily. Such information may be 
used to increase the precision of the estimators. 
This dissertation consists of six chapters. 
Chapter I gives the basic idea of the sampling theory and defied sample 
surveys and Mathematical programming. This chapter also gives the idea to 
solve the problem of stratification and its exact solution through dynamic 
programming technique. 
In Chapter II and III the formulation of the problem of stratification and 
the classical approach for obtaining approximately optimum strata 
boundaries (OASB) is discussed. 
Chapter IV deals with the application of dynamic programming 
technique when the main variable follows a particular distribution. In 
Chapter IV optimum strata boundaries (OSB) are also obtained through 
Optimum Strata Widths (OSW) for uniform and for Right-Triangular 
distribution 
In Chapter V for Exponential distribution and in Chapter VI for Log-
Normal distribution of stratification variable. 
A comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabetical order is also 
provided at the end of this dissertation. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SAMPLE SURVEY 
The information about a population can be collected either by conducting 
a census or a sample survey. A census or complete enumeration is that in 
which all the population units are studied and conclusions are drawn there 
from. On the other hand in a sample survey only a selected portion of the 
population, called sample, is selected and studied. The estimate for 
population characteristics, such as population mean, population total, 
population proportion, population variance etc are constructed on the basis 
of the sample observations. Sampling, i.e., the selection of a part of an 
aggregate of objects to represent the whole aggregate is a long established 
practice, A sampling method is a scientific and objective procedure of 
selecting units from the population and provides a sample that is expected to 
be a representative of the population as a whole. A sampling method makes 
it possible to estimate the population parameters such as population total, 
average or proportion while the size of the survey operations are 
considerably reduced as compared to census. 
A sample survey is less costly than a complete enumeration because the 
expenses of observing all units should obviously greater than that of 
observing only a small portion. Also it takes less time to collect and process 
the data from a sample. Sample surveys also provide accurate results as 
compared to census because of the reduced bulk of the data. The results of a 
sample survey are usually much more reliable than those obtained from a 
complete census because from sample survey it is possible to determine the 
extent of sampling error. 
Apart from sampling error in sample surveys non sampling errors also 
occur in census as well as in sample surveys. The non-sampling errors occur 
due to number of factors such as lack of training of field workers, measuring 
and recording of observations, location of units, incompleteness of returns in 
mailed questionnaires, biases due to interviewers, etc are likely to be of a 
serious nature in complete census than in a sample survey. In a sample 
survey non-sampling errors can be controlled more effectively by employing 
more qualified and better trained personnel, better supervision and using 
better equipments for processing and analysis of sample data. Sampling 
methods are scientific methods of estimating the parameter of the 
population. The aim of sampling methods may be described in few words as 
to obtain maximum information about the phenomenon under study with 
minimum possible use of money, time and energy. 
1.2 PROBABILISTIC AND NON PROBABILISTIC SAMPLING 
The sampling methods may be classified into two broad categories-
1-Non probabilistic sampling 
2-Probabilistic sampling or Random sampling 
1.2.1 Non Probabilistic Sampling 
In this sampling the sample is selected with a definite purpose in view 
and the choice of the sampling unit depends entirely on the discretion and 
judgment of the investigator. This sampling suffers from drawbacks of 
favoritism and nepotism depending upon the prejudice of the investigator. 
Thus may not be treated as a true representative sample of the population. 
For this reasons, non probabilistic sampling cannot be recommended for 
general use since it is often biased due to the element of subjectivity on the 
part of the investigator. However, if the investigator is experienced and 
skilled and this sampling is carefully applied, it may yield valuable results. 
Unfortunately, since no element of probability is involved, no statistical 
theory could be developed for these sampling methods. 
1.2.2 Probabilistic Sampling or Random Sampling 
This sampling is the scientific method of selecting samples according to 
some laws of chance in which each unit in the population have some definite 
pre assigned probability of being selected in the sample. A sampling 
procedure which satisfies the following properties is termed as 'Random' or 
probability sampling: 
(1) A set of distinct sampIes5',,S'2,...,S'^  of a fixed size can be defined. 
(2) Each possible samples 5, is assigned a known probability of selecting 
(3) The sampling procedure is capable of selecting any one of the possible 
sample 5, with its assigned probability/*,. 
(4) The method of computing the estimate from the sample leads to a unique 
estimate for any specified sample. 
In this dissertation here-in-here after by sampling we mean the probabilistic 
or random sampling. 
1.3 Si^ JMPLING WITH AND WITHOUT REPLACEMENT (WR & 
WOR SAMPLING) 
1.3.1 Sampling with Replacement (WR) 
In sampling with replacement a unit is selected fi-om the population 
consisting of A'units, after noting its content it is returned to the population 
before the next draw. The process is repeated n times to have a sample of « 
units. In this method at each draw, each of the iV units of the population gets 
the same probability l/N of being selected. Here the same unit of the 
population may occur more than once m the sample. There are N" possible 
distinct samples of size n out of a population of size N and each of JV" 
samples have an equal probability l/jV" of being selected. 
1.3.2 Sampling without Replacement (WOR) 
In Simple Random Sampling without Replacement a selected unit is not 
returned to the population before the next draw. In WOR sampling a unit of 
the population cannot occur more than once in the sample. There are ^'c„ 
possible samples, with a probability of selection 1/^C„. 
1.4 METHOD OF SAMPLING 
There are many sampling designed that can be used in a sample surveys 
depending upon the nature of the population and aim of the survey. Some of 
them are described in brief in the following 
1.4.1 Simple Random Sampling (SRS) 
A procedure for selecting a sample out of a finite population of size N in 
which each of the possible distinct samples of a fixed size n has an equal 
chance of being is called simple random sampling 
1.4.2 Stratified Random Sampling 
Apart from increasing the sample size, one possible way to estimate the 
population mean or total with increased precision is to divide the population 
in several groups (sub-population or classes, these sub-populations which are 
non overlapping and exhaustive are called strata). Simple random samples of 
predetermined sizes are drawn from each of the strata. The whole procedure 
of dividing the population in to the strata and then drawing a random sample 
from each of the strata is called stratified random sampling. 
1.4.3 Cluster Sampling 
In random sampling, we suppose that population has been divided into a 
finite number of distinct and identifiable units called the sampling units. The 
smallest into which the population can be divided are called the elements of 
the population, and a group of such element is known as a cluster. After 
dividing the population into clusters (as a simple rule, the number of element 
in a cluster should be small and the number of cluster should be large), A 
random sample of the required number of clusters is then obtained either by 
the method of equal or unequal probabilities of selection, such procedure, 
when the sampling unit is a cluster, is called cluster sampling. 
There are two main reasons for using cluster sampling 
(1) Usually a complete list of the population units (sampling frame) is not 
available and therefore their use as a sampling unit is not possible. 
(2) Even when a complete list (sampling frame) of the population units is 
available, by using cluster as a sampling unit the cost of sampling can be 
reduced considerably. 
1.4.4 Systematic Sampling 
Systematic sampling can be applied when the complete and up-to-date list 
of the sampling units is available. In this method of sampling only the first 
unit is selected at random the remaining units of the sampling are 
automatically selected according to a predetermined pattern. Let A'^  sampling 
units are serially numbered from 1 to N and a systematic sample of size n is 
to be drawn. 
Let N=nk 
k^N/n 
Where k, usually called sampling interval, is assumed to be an integer 
Systematic sampling consists in drawing a random number, say, i<jc and 
selecting the unit corresponding to this number and then every kth unit 
subsequently in the sample. Thus the systematic sample of size n will consist 
of the units /, i+k, i+2k , /+(n-i)k; \<i<k 
The random number 7' is called the random start and it determines the 
whole sample. 
1.4.5 Two Stage Sampling 
In two stage sampling, each unit in the population of size N is divided 
into a number of smaller units, or subunits. A sample of n units has been 
selected. If subunits with in a selected unit give similar results, it seems 
uneconomical to measure them all. A common practice is to select and 
measure a sample of subunits in any chosen unit. This type of sampling is 
called sub sampling or two stage sampling, because the sample is taken in 
two stages. The first is to select a sample of units, often called primary units 
or first stage units (fsu), and the second is to select a sample of second stage 
units (ssu) or subunits from each chosen first stage unit (fsu). 
This procedure can be generalized for three or more stages and is termed as 
multistage sampling. 
1.4.6 Two Phase Sampling OR Double Sampling 
In sample survey, a number of sampling techniques require information 
about an auxiliary variable (say x) to increase the efficiency of the estimator 
population parameters of the variable (say y) the main variable. There may 
be cases where such auxiliary information is not available but can be 
obtained easily. It may be suitable to draw a relatively large preliminary 
sample and enumerate it for the auxiliary variable jc only, and then draw 
either an independent sample and measure both x and y or a. subsample of a 
first sample and measure the main variable y only. This technique of taking 
samples in two phases is known as double sampling or two-phase sampling. 
1.5 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 
Optimization is the act of obtaining the best possible result under given 
circumstances. The aim of all decisions in our life is to maximize the gain or 
profit, or minimize the cost or loss in any type of process or production. 
Optimization problem can be defined as the maximization or minimization 
of a function (called the objective function) of several variables (called 
decision variables). The optimization may be unconstrained or it may be 
subjected to certain constraints on the decision variables in the form of 
equations or inequalities involving decision variables. If there are no 
constraints the optimization is called unconstrained optimization otherwise it 
is called constrained optimization. It is more difficult and great 
computational efforts are required if the variables are restricted to be non-
negative and some of the constraints are in the form of nonlinear equations 
or inequalities. Hadley (1964) discussed the difficulties involved in the 
process of solving such problems. 
The classical optimization techniques are based on calculus. These 
techniques have limited use and cannot be applied successfully to every 
optimization problem. Thus they are mainly of theoretical interest. However, 
in some simple situations the result given by these methods may be optimal 
and practically acceptable. Constrained optimization problems of real world 
are not usually solvable by the classical optimization methods, they are 
generally solved by mathematical programming techniques. 
1.6 THE MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
The General Mathematical Programming Problem (MPP) is concerned 
with finding optimal solution to the problems of decision making under 
limited resources to meet the desired objectives. 
The mathematical model of MPP may be given as: 
Maximiize (or minimize) z = f{x) 
Subject to g,(x) [<,=,>]&;;/= 1,2...,m and x>0 
Where x_ = (xj, X2,...., x„) is an « component vector of decision variables. 
f{x) and gj{x) are functions of(jCi,X2,....,x„ )and bj, z=l, 2,....,m are 
knovm constants. 
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Furthermore one and only one of the signs [<, =, >] holds for each / 
1.6.1 Types of Mathematical Programming Problems 
Depending upon the value of objective function/(x)and the constraints 
function g,(x)and other restrictions on the decision variables, the MPP may 
be classified in to two disjoint classes, 
(i) Linear programming problem (LPP): 
In a linear programming problem all the involved function are linear, 
(ii) Non- linear programming problem (NLPP) 
In non- linear programming problem all the involved functions are not linear. 
All LPPs can be solved by using simplex method. Unlike LPP there is no 
single technique that can solve every NLPP. Special techniques are 
developed by exploiting the specific features of the objective function, 
constraints and other restrictions on the decision variables. 
Some special type of NLPPs are given bellows: 
1- Quadratic programming 
2- Geometric programming 
3-Stochastic programming 
4-Integer programming 
5- Convex programming 
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6-Dynamic programming 
7- Sepiirable programming etc. 
It is to be noted that all the above classes of NLPPs are neither disjoint 
nor exhaustive. The details of all these programming techniques are beyond 
the scope of this dissertation. However, dynamic programming technique is 
used to work out OSB in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation and 
therefore it is described in some detail. 
1.7 D^^AMIC PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE 
Dynamic programming is a mathematical technique often useful for 
making a sequence of interrelated decisions. It provides a systematic 
procedure for determining the combination of decisions which maximize the 
overall effectiveness. 
In contrast to linear programming, there does not exist any standard 
mathematical formulation for dynamic programming problem. Dynamic 
programming is an approach to problem solving, and the particular relations 
used must be developed so as to fit the individual situations. Therefore, a 
certain degree of ingenuity and insight into the general structure of dynamic 
programming problem is required to recognize when a problem can be 
solved by dynamic programming technique, and how it could be done. These 
abilities can probably best be developed by an exposure to a wide variety of 
dynamic programming applications and by study of characteristics which are 
common to all of these situations. 
The basic features which characterize the problems that can be handled 
by dynamic programming technique may be described as follows. 
1. The problem can be divided into stages, with a policy decision required at 
each stage. 
2. Each stage has a number of states associated with it. 
3. The effect of the policy decision at each stage is to transform the current 
state in to a state associated with the next stage. 
4. Given the current state, an optimal policy for the remaining stages is 
independent of the policy adopted in previous stage. 
5. The solution procedure is designed to find an optimal policy for the 
overall problem that is a prescription of the optimal policy decision at each 
stage f^ r each of the possible states. 
6. The solution procedure begins by the finding the optimal policy for each 
state of the last stage. 
7. A recursive relationship that identifies the optimal policy for stage n, 
given the optimal policy for stage (n-\-l) is available. This recursive 
relationship will always be of the form 
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f„\s) = m^/mn{f„{s,x„)} 
Therefore, finding the optimal policy decision when starting in state s at 
stage n requires finding the minimizing (or maximizing) value of x^The 
corresponding minimum (or maximum of the objective function) is achieved 
by using this value of x„ and then following the optimal policy when 
entering in state x„ at stage (n+1). 
The recursive relationship is given its name because its keeps recurring as 
we move backward stage by stage. When the current stage number n is 
decreased by one, the new/„ {s^) function is derived by using the 
fn+\ (^ ,,+1) that was just derived during the preceding iteration, and then this 
process keeps repeating. This property is emphasized in our next (and final) 
characteristic of dynamic programming. The precise form of the recursive 
relationship differs somewhat among different dynamic programming 
problems. However, notation analogues to that introduced in the preceding 
section will continue to be used here, as summarized below. 
N= number of stages 
n= label for current stage n 
s^= current state for stage ti 
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x„= decision variable for stage n 
x„ = optimal value of x^  (given 5„) 
f„{s„x„)= contribution of stages n, n+I,...., N to the objective function if 
the system starts in state s„ at stage n ,the intermediate decision is x„, and 
optimal decisions are made thereafter. 
8. Whi^ n we use this recursive relationship. The solution procedure moves 
back-v/ard stage by stage-each time finding the optimal policy for stage until 
it finds the opfimal policy at the initial stage. When this table is finally 
obtained for the initial stage {n=\), the problem of interest is solved. 
Because the initial state is known, the initial decision is specified by the 
other table. The optimal of the other decision variables is then specified by 
the other tables in turn according to the state of the system that results from 
the preceding decisions. 
1.8 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING IN SAMPLE SURVEYS 
The problem of derivmg statistical information on population 
characteristic, based on sample data, can be formulated as an optimization 
problem in which we wish to minimize the cost of the survey, which is the 
function of the sample size, size of the sampling unit, the sampling scheme 
and the scope of the survey, subject to the restriction that the loss in 
precision arising out of making decisions on the basis of the survey results is 
within a certain prescribe limit. Or alternatively, we may maximize the 
precision of the estimate, subject to the restriction that the cost of the survey 
is within the given budget. Thus we are interested in finding the optimal 
sample size and the optimal sampling scheme which will enables us to obtain 
estimate of the population characteristics with prescribe properties. Many of 
such problems have the essential features of the problems that can be handle 
by using dynamic programming technique. 
This dissertation is devoted to the study of problem of stratification and its 
exact solution through dynamic programming technique. 
In chapter II the formulation of the problem of stratification and the classical 
approach for obtaining approximately optimum stratum boundaries (OASB) 
is discussed. 
The subsequent chapters III, IV and V study the problem of stratification 
when the main variable follows the particular distribution. Solution 
procedures are also presented using dynamic programming technique. 
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Chapter II 
CHAPTER II 
STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In stratified random sampling the population of size N is first divided in 
to L groups called strata. These strata are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. 
Each of which is relatively more homogeneous as compared to the 
population as a whole. Independent simple random samples of 
predetermined sizes from each stratum are drawn and the required estimators 
of the population parameters are constructed. 
2.2 REASONS FOR STRATIFICATION 
There are many reasons for stratification. The main reasons are listed 
below. 
1- Gain in precision of the estimate. 
2- Adrainistrative convenience. 
3- Estimation for the subdivision of the population 
4-Separate approaches may be used in different strata to collect the data etc. 
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2.3 SOME RESULTS IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
Let the population of the size N be divided into L strata of 
sizes7/j 7/2v-A^z,- These strata are mutually exclusive (non-overlapping) 
and exhaustive. 
Independent simple random sampling of sizes «i,«2v5«/,are dravm from 
r',2'"', JJ' strata respectively. 
The suffix/z = 1,2,3...,Z denotes the stratum and j = 1,2,3...Nf^ the unit 
within stratum. The following symbols refer to stratum//. 
A^ ;, Total number of units 
Number of units in sample 
Sampling fraction in the stratum 
Stratum weight 
«/, 
A = 
w,= v^. 
A^  
yhj ^al^e of the f yj^ jt of the stratum 
Yfj = ]r Yfjj Total based on Nfj units (stratum total) 
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1 ^^ 
Yh = -—- S yhj Mean based on Nf, units (stratum mean) 
1 "'' 
yf,= — Y,yhi Mean based on «L units (sample mean) 
2 1 ^* - 2 
CT = —- X (>";»/ ~ Yf,) Variance based on N^ units (stratum variance) 
2 1 "'• - 2 
S/^ = Y.{yhj~Yh) Mean square based on N^ units (stratum mean 
square) 
1 "h 
fj = T^iyfij ~yh) Sample mean square based on «;, units Su -
f^h-h-i 
Y-t tyhj = t^hYh Population total 
h=\ j=i h=i 
_ \ L ^h L _ 
Y = — Y. Hyhj = T ^hh Overall population mean 
Yf^=—^Y.yhj Estimated total 
«A 7=1 
The estimate of the population mean per unit, used in stratified sampling is 
denoted by y^t and is given by 
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y^( is not, in general, the same as the mean y. 
_ 1 ^ _ 
where y = -I,n^yf, 
Both coincides if in every stratum — = —^ = —^ = — or /I = / , 
n N Nf, N ^ 
That is if sampling fraction is the same for all strata. This stratification is 
known as stratification with proportional allocation of Uf^. 
For stratified random sampling, without replacement, in every stratum the 
sample estimate y^ is an unbiased estimate of, Yj^{i.e.E{yfj) = Y^), where 
samples are drawn independently in different strata. As a result y^^ is an 
unbiased estimate of the overall population mean/, that is E{y^i) = Y, and 
its vari;ance is given by 
/ \ 9 9 
nys>)=i\--^yHsi=i:^^ii-fH) (2.3.1) 
We see that variance of y^, depends on 5;,, the heterogeneity within the 
strata. Thus, if S^, are small (strata are relatively homogeneous) then the 
stratified random sampling provides with greater precision. 
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For stratified random sampling, without replacement, the estimated 
A 
population total Y^^ = Ny^f is an unbiased estimate of the population total Y 
i.e. E{Y^i)- Y , and its variance is given by 
L (\ O 
h=\^h ^h) 
2,2 _k^Nlsl 
V{Y,,)=^ E — N.^St = S^^(l-/,) 
h=\ «A 
If a simple random sample is taken within each stratum, then an unbiased 
estimate of S^ iss;, , and an unbiased estimate of V{Yst)'\^ given by 
L f 1 1 kwhl 
2.4 PROBLEM ARISING IN STRATIFIED SAMPLE SURVEYS 
The use of stratified sampling in sample survey needs the solution of the 
following three basic problems: 
i) The determination of the optimum number of strata 
ii) The determination of the optimum strata boundaries 
iii) The determination of the sizes of the samples to be selected from various 
strata. 
2.4.1 Problem of Determining the Optimum Number of Strata 
The two questions relevant to a decision about the number of strata L are 
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1-At what rate does the variance of jv^ , decrease as L is increased? 
2- How is the cost of the survey affected by an increase in LI 
It can be seen that with a rectangular distribution of variance of 
y^, decreases inversely as a square of the number of strata. This relation 
continues to hold, roughly, when actual skewed distributions with finite 
range are stratified with the optimum choice of boundaries for Neyman 
allocation. In eight distributions of data of the type likely to occur in 
practice, Cochran (1961) found that the average valueof F(y^J/K(y) were 
0.232, 0.098, and 0.053 for L=2, 3, 4, as compared with 0.250, 0.111 and 
0.062 for the rectangular distribution. 
These results, which suggest that multiplication of strata is profitable, 
give a misleading picture of what happens when some other variable x is 
used to constmct the strata. 
The results of the study indicate that unless p exceeds 0.95, little reduction 
in variance is to be expected beyond L=6. 
Where p is the correlation coefficient between the stratification variable x 
and the main variable _y 
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2.4.2 Problem of Stratification 
Once the number of strata L is fixed one needs the (L-1) cut off points of 
the distribution of variable y to construct the strata. In this dissertation the 
problem the determining the strata boundaries is discussed in some detail. 
When a single characteristic is under study and its frequency distribution is 
known it can be used for determining the strata boundaries. Given the 
number of strata, the equations for determining the best stratum boundaries 
under proportional and Neyman allocation, since it is usually superior to 
proportional allocation in population in which gain from stratification are 
greatest. Dalenius and Gumey (1951), Mahalanobis (1952), Hansen Hurwitz 
and Madow (1953), Aoyama (1954), Dalenius and Hodges (1959), Durbin 
(1959), Ekman (1959), Sethi (1963), Murthy (1967) and several other 
authors used the frequency distribution of the main study variable y for 
determining the strata boundaries under various allocation of the sample 
sizes. 
Dalenious (1957) worked out the best approximate stratum boundaries under 
Neyman allocation, 
2.4.3 The Allocation Problem 
After fixing the number of strata and their boundaries the sampler has to 
decide about the size of the sample to be drawn from each stratum. This 
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problem is known as "The problem of allocation" in sampling literature. The 
sample size may be worked out to minimize the variance of the estimate for 
the fixed cost or to minimize the cost for fixed variance. 
Both the problem can be formulated as below 
(a) For fixed cost we have 
Minimize V(^^^) = X ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
h=i «/, h=\ ^h 
subject to C = CQ + ^ Cf^n^ 
and N^>n^>\ 
where CQ denotes the overhead cost and C;, denotes the per unit 
measurement cost in the hl^ stratum. 
(b) For fixed variance we have the problem as 
Minimize C'O=X!^/I"A 
Subject to Y. -^-^ - Z -"^-^ ^ '^ 
and Njj>n}j>l 
where CQ = C-CQ = YJ^h^h ^^^ ^ ^^  ^^ ^ preassigned limit for V{y^^). 
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Using Cauchy's inequality the solution of both the problem can be obtained 
as 
The value of total sample size « = (X«;,) for fixed cost and for fixed 
precision are given by 
n = I^/,^W^/, 
and n .._(Z^AV^)(E^A/V^) 
respectively, where 
Fis fixed according to the required precision (see Cochran (1967)). 
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CHAPTER III 
STRATA BOUNDARIES 
The emphasis on this dissertation is on the problem of working out the 
optimum strata boundaries. 
The problem of determinmg the optimum stratum boundaries, when the 
main study variable is used as stratification variable and a stratified sample, 
using Neyman allocation (for a fixed total sample size) is adopted to estimate 
the population mean (or total) is well known in sampling literature. 
For a variable y the best characteristic for stratification is the frequency 
distribution of y itself The next best is the frequency distribution of some 
other variable x highly correlated with y .Given the number of strata, we 
derive below the equations, for determining the optimum stratum 
boundaries, under Neyman allocation. We assume that strata are set up by 
using the values of y itself 
3.1 T13E CLASSICAL APPROACH 
Dalenius (1950) andDalenius & Gumey (1951) developed some rules for 
the division of the population into strata under proportional and optimum 
allocations. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the population is 
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infinite. Let f{y) denote the firequency function of the continuous study 
variable y, _yo - >" - 7i, where y^ and yi are known real numbers and 
yo<yL-
The problem of constructing L strata between JQ ^^^ yi ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ 
considered as the problem of determining the L-\ stratification points 
>'i,>'2 v.J^i-i such that the sampling variance of the stratified sample mean 
y^i is minimum. Where y^^ is the usual estimator of the overall population 
mean Y based on a stratified random sample. 
Ignoring the finite population correction (f.p.c) the variance of J^ ,^ under 
Neyman allocation is given as 
V{yst)-^--\WA (3.1.1) 
where n is the known fixed total sample size. In order to minimize V{y^f) it 
L 
is sufficient to minimize YJ^h^h only, because n is a known constant. 
h=\ 
As the study variable y is assumed to be continuous, we have 
W,= \f{t)dt 
yh-\ 
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7 1 ^{i 7 - 7 
h yh~\ 
where 7;, = —- |/ /(/) dt 
is the stratum mean of the h^^ stratum;/? = 1,2,...,Z. 
Let>'Qand>^ ^ be the smallest and largest values of y in the population. We 
have to find the stratum boundaries y^ y2,—,yL-\ ^^^^ ^^ i^ ^ 
L 
Yy^h^h is minimum. 
As_y/,, appears in this sum only in the terms W^^S^ and lF;,^ j5/,+i, wehave 
^^W,S,) = -l-{W,S,)^^{W,,,S,,,) (3.1.2) 
Also ^ = f(y^) 
oyh 
Further, since 
yh 
\tf{t)dt 
Yk=E{yh)=^ yh-
yh 
\mdt 
yh-\ 
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and Sl=E{^l)-[E(y,)f 
We have 
yh-i 
\tmdt 
\yti : 
yt, 
(3.1.3) 
\fit)dt 
y),-
Differentiation of (3.1.3) gives, 
S l ^ + 2JV,S,^=^ylfiy,)-2y,YJiy,) + Y,'fiy,) 
Qy. dy 
Adding S^dWj^ /dy^ to the left side, and the equal quantity Sf,f{yj^) to the 
right side and dividing by 2 S^^ we get 
Similarly 
2 . „2 
h+\ 
This gives the calculus equations for y^^zs, 
[yu-'^kl-^^l (y; .->^/Hi) '+^ 2 (/2-l,2,...,Z--l) 
>/Hl 
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(3.1.4) 
These equations are ill adapted to practical computation, since both Yf, and 
Sf, depend on >';,. 
3.2 APPROXIMATE METHODS 
Several quick approximate methods have been provided by research 
workers. One suggested by Dalenious and Hodges (1959) is given below: 
Let 
Z(y)- \ifit)dt 
yo 
If the strata are numerous and narrow, f{y) should be approximately 
constant (rectangular) within a given stratum. Hence, 
yh-\ 
s»»^(y.-y,.-,) 
Where f^ is the "constant" value of /(j^;;,) in the stratum/?. Using these 
approximation we find 
Vl2i;wA« E/*(j'»-n-.)'» Z(z»-z*-.f = 1 4 (^ ay) (3.2.1) 
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Since (Z^ ~ZQ) is fixed, we have that sum on the right hand side of (3.2.1) 
is minimum when {Z^ - Z;,_,) that is A^ is a constant. 
3.2.1 The Cum 7 7 5 ^ Rule 
Given/(;v), the rule is to form the cumulative 7/(3;) and choose the y^^ so 
that they create equal intervals on the cum-^Jf(y) scale. 
From (3.2.1) the rule is equivalent to making WjjSf, approximately constant. 
But with WfjSfj constant Neyman allocation gives a constant sample size 
nfj=n/L in all strata. 
Since the optimum is flat with respect to variations in w^ u^se of the 
cwn^f(y) rule, taking equal sample sizes in the resulting strata is highly 
efficient. 
3.2.2 Other Approximate Rule 
Aniiong the other approximate rules the rule suggested by Ayoma (1954) 
recommends to make the strata width >^ ;, - _y;,_j constant. Another deviced by 
Ekman (1959) is to make the quantity ^/, (3^ /, - 7/,-]) constant. Cochran 
(1961) used these rules on a number of actual populations that are skewed 
and found that the rule given by Dalenius and Hodges (1959) v/oiks best. 
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In comparisons on some theoretical and eight study populations, Cochran 
(1961) found that the cum-^ff rule and the Ekman rule worked consistently 
well. In a study of United State hospital bed capacity, whose distribution 
resembles ;}f with 1 degree of freedom, Hess, Sethi and Balakrishnan 
(1966) found the Ekman's method is slightly superior to cum-Jf while 
Murthy (1967) also reported good performance of Ekman's rule. 
3.3 USE OF STRATIFICATION VARIABLE 
Usually the frequency distribution of y is not known. In practice, some 
other variables xis used as stratification variable such as the value of y itself 
at a recent survey. Dalenius (1975) developed equations for the boundaries 
of X that minimize E^/, 6'^ /,, given knowledge of the regression of 3; on x. 
If this regression is non-linear, these boundaries may differ considerably 
from those that are optimum when x it is the variable to be measured. These 
equations indicate that if the regression ofy onx is linear and the correlation 
between >; on x is high in all strata the two sets of boundaries should be 
nearly the same. 
Let y = a + ^ x-<re 
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Where E(e)=0 for all x ande, x are uncorrelated. If the variance of e within 
/?'* stratum is donated by^ ;^, , then the jc-boundaries that make ^(y^J 
minimum satisfy the equations (See Dalenius, (1975)). 
{xf, -Y,hf + 4 + 2sl /A .Wl + -SeV/?W 
= ^^ {xh-YxM\f +S, 2 x,h+l + 25 e,h+l IPS^MX^ 1 + 5 eM\ IP'SI,,, 
(3.3.1) 
.2 , /o2o2 If s^jj/J3 S^jj is small for all/i, these equations reduce to the form (3.3.1) 
that gives optimum boundaries forx. 
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CHAPTER IV 
OPTIMUM STRATIFICATION: 
A MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING APPROACH 
4.1 mTRODUCTION 
The transformation function are given by the basic consideration involved 
in the formation of strata is that they should be internally as homogeneous as 
possible, that is the stratum variances S^ should be are small as possible. If 
the distribution of the study variable is available, the strata should be created 
by cutting this distribution at suitable points. 
The problem of determining the optimum strata boundaries (OSB), when 
the study variable itself is used as stratification variable, was first discussed 
by Dalenius (1950) who obtained the minimal equations that gave the OSB 
as their solutions. Unfortunately the exact solutions of these equations are 
not possible because of their implicit nature. Several attempts have been 
made to find out approximate solutions. Some of these are due to Dalenious 
and Gruney (1951), Maha lanobis (1952), Aoyama (1954), Dalenius and 
Hodge (1959), Ekman (1959), Sethi (1963), Serfling (1968), and Singh 
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(1975b). Cochran (1961) and Hess et al. (1966) had made empirical 
compaiisons of these methods. 
Usually the frequency distribution of the study variable is unknown. Thus 
using the study variable as stratification variable is not practically feasible. 
Taga (1967), Singh and Sukhatme (1969, 1972, 1973), Singh and Prakash 
(1975) and singh (1975a, 1975c, 1977), and many others used an auxiliary 
stratification variable to determine the OSB under different allocations. 
Unnithan (1978) used the modified Newton Raphson method for 
detenrtining the OSB that leads only to a local minimum of the objective 
function. Later on Unnithan and Nair (1955), gave a method of selecting an 
appropriate starting point for modified Nev l^on Raphson method that may 
lead to a global minimum of the objective function. 
Yadav and Singh (1984) obtained the approximate OSB for allocations 
proportional to strata totals. Mehta et al. (1996) extended the above work for 
the use of ratio, regression and product estimators of the population mean. 
Buhler and Deutler (1975) formulated the problem of determining the 
OSB as an optimization problem that can be solved by dynamic 
programming technique. Khan et al (2002) formulated the problem as an 
MPP when the number of strata is fixed in advance. By suitable 
transformation they converted the problem into a multistage decision 
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problem in which at each stage the value of a single decision variable is 
worked out using dynamic programming technique. 
In this chapter we consider the problem of determining the OSB for an 
exponential study variable under Neyman allocation is considered. This 
chapter is based on the work of Khan et al (2002). 
4.2 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let the population under study be stratified into L strata and the 
estimation of the population mean is of interest. Let XQ aind x^ be the 
smallest and largest values of the study variable X in the population. Then 
the problem of optimum stratification can be described as to find the 
intermediate stratum boundaries x, <JC2 <...<Xi_, such that the variance of 
_ z, _ 
the stratified sample mean Xst = X^/j^/i under Neyman allocation, that is 
h=l 
V(xs,)= h=\ 
2 L 
''=» (4.2.1) 
n N 
Is minimum, where xh is the sample mean based on «;, units dravm from 
the A'^ ^ stratum and [L - \)th is the proportion of the population units falling 
in that stratum. 
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If the finite population correction is ignored, minimizing the expression 
of the right hand side of (4.2.1) is equivalent to minimize 
iw,a, (4.2.2) 
Let f{x) be the frequency function of the study variable AT. The 
problem of determining the OSB is then equivalent to finding the Z -1 
intermediate points x, <X2 <...<xi_i in the interval [ACOJ^ L^] such that (4,2.2) 
is minimum. 
Let 
x,-x,=d (4.2.3) 
The values of Wfj and af, in (4.2,2) are obtained by 
W, = )f{x)dx (4.2.4) 
'Tl=-;l^)x^f{x)dx-Yh (4.2.5) 
Where 
Yh=~)xf(x)dx (4,2.6) 
and (;c;j_],X;,) are the boundaries of h' stratum. 
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When the frequency distribution f{x) is known, using (4.2.4) (4.2.5) and 
(4.2.6) Wf,af,m (4.2.2) could be expressed as a function of Xf, andx;,_j 
only. 
Then the problem of determining the OSB can be expressed as 
i . . . 
"Find Xj,:c2,.-,-^/-i which minimize XZ/iv^/i'^A-i)' subject to the constraint 
h=l 
(4.2.3)" 
Define 
Where yh>0 denotes the width of the h'^ stratum. 
With the above definition oiyf,, (4.2.3) is expressed as 
L L 
Y.yh = Y.\H -^h-\) = ^L -Xo = d 
h=l /!=1 
The k'^ stratification point Xj^;k = \,2,...,L-\ is then expressed as 
The problem of determining OSB can now be considered as the problem 
of determining opthnum strata widths as the following mathematical 
Programming Problem (MPP). 
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L 
Minimize Yfh{yh>^h-\) 
h=i 
L 
Subject to Y.yh=d (4.2.7) 
h=\ 
and yfj>0;h = 1,2,...., L 
For h = \ the term fi{yi,XQ) in the objective function of (4.2.7) is a function 
of 7j alone, as XQ is known. Similarly, for h = 2 the term 
fiiyi'^i)- fiiyi'^o +>'i) "^^^^ become a function of y2 alone once y^ is 
known. Thus, stating the objective function as a function of y^ alone we 
may rewrite the MPP (4.2.7) as 
L 
Minimize Y.fh{yh) 
L 
Subject to Y^yh-d (4.2.8) 
and y^>Q;h-\,2, ,L 
43 THE SOLUTION USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
TECHNIQUE 
The MPP (4.2.8) is a multistage decision problem in which the objective 
functions and the constraints are separable function of v/^ . Thus the dynamic 
programming technique can used to obtain a solution. 
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Consider the following sub problem for first k{< L) strata 
L 
Minimize Yfhiyh) 
h=l 
k 
subject to Y,yh~^k (4.3.1) 
h=l 
and yfj>0;h = \,2,....,k 
Where dj^<d is the total width available for division into k strata or the 
state value at staged. Obviously dj^ =d fork = L. 
dk=y\+y2+-+yk > 
dk-i=yi+y2+-+yk-i = ^k-yk^ 
dk-2=>-! + ;^ 2 + - + y k - 2 = ^^-1 - yk-\ > 
d2^y\+y2=d^-y3 
and d^=d2- y2 
Let f{k,di^) denotes the minimum value of objective ilinction of (4.2.8), 
that is, 
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f{k,d,): mm 
' k k 
I.fh\yh)\I.yh=dkaridy,,>0;h = l,2,...,k 
With the above definition off{k,d,,), the MPP (4.2.8) is equivalent to 
finding f{L,d) recursively by finding f{k,d,^) k = l,2,...,L;0<d,^ <d 
We can write 
f[k,d,^) = mm • . A-i , . k-\ fk\ykh Y.fh\yh)\ lyh^d,, -y,^,andyf,>0;h = \,2,..;k 
h=] h^l 
For a fixed value of >'^  ;0< yi^< dp. 
f{k,d,^)=fk{yk)+min 
'k-\ k-\ 
I.fh{yh)\Tyh=dk-yk'^"dyh^^-^h=h2,-,k-\ 
Using the Bellman's principal of optimality, we get the recurrence relation of 
the Dynamic Programming as 
f{k,d,)^ min [f,{y,) + f{k-\,d, -yk)\k>2 (4.3.2) 
For the first stage, that is for A: = 1 
f(\A)=fM)^yl=d, (4.3.3) 
where y^ is the optimum width of the first stratum. The relation (4.3.3) and 
(4.3.2) are solved recursively for each k = l,2,-,L and Q<d^<d and 
f[L,d) is obtained. From f{L,d) the optimum width of L-th stratum, y\. 
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is obtained; from f\L-l,d-ylj the optimum width of {L-\)th stratum, 
yi_-^ is obtained and so on until y^ is obtained. 
4.4 STRATIFICATION OF A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
Let X follows the Uniform Distribution within the interval [a, ^ ] . Then 
/(^) = - J - ; a<x<h 
b-a 
= 0; otherwise 
Using (4.2.4), (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) it can be verified that 
W - ^^ 
b-a 
7^^2Vt^iVi 
.i-y^ 
12 
Using the above values of Wfj,Yh and CFI the MPP (4.2.8) can be expressed 
as 
y 
Minimize Y—7=4^—r 
^i2^l3{b-a) 
(4.4.1) 
subject to Y.yh=d, 
« « ^ yh>Q; h=\,2,...,L 
where d = b-a 
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To illustrate the computational procedure let [a,Z>] = [l,2] andL = 6, which 
gives MPP (4.4.1) as: 
Mnimize X 
h=i2S 
subject to Y^yh-^' 
and j^/j^O; h = \,l,....fi 
For the first stage {k -1) 
(4.4.2) 
d 
/ ( l ^ i ) = ^ at yi =c?i (4.4.3) 
For second stage 
fv-'di)^ mill 
0<y2<d2 
^. /M, - . . ) 
mm 
0<y2<d2 
y\ A^i-yif 
r • 2V3 2V3 
Using differential calculus for minimization we get 
/ ( 2 , ^ 2 ) - ^ ' 4V3 '' ^^ = T (4.4.4) 
For third stage ()t = 3) 
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/(^'^3)= min 
0<>'3 S^3 
^ + /(W3-.3) 
mm 
0<y2^d2 
y3 _^id3-y2f 
2V3 4V3 
Using differential calculus for minimization we get 
/ (V3)=^ - y^i (4.4.5) 
Similarly for the fourth and fifth stages we get 
/ ( M . ) = ^ a> y\-'-f (4.4.6) 
7 ( 5 , ^ 5 ) = - ^ at yl=^ (4.4.7) 
For the final stage {k - 6) 
f{6,d^)= min yL+^e-yef 
2V3 I0V3 
f{6,\)= min 
0<>'6<l 
6^ . ( i - ; ' 6 ) ' 
+ 2V3 IOV3 
=^/fel) = ^  = 0.048112522 a/ j^ J = - = 0.166667 (4.4.8) 
From (4.4.8), d,=d^-yl =1-0.166667 = 0.833333 
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Substituting this value of d^ in (3.4.7) 
* 0.833333 . . . . . . . 
y^ = Q\ 66666 
Proceeding in this manner we get 
74=0.166667, ^3 =0.166666, ;;2 =0.166667a«J7,* =0.166667 
The optimum strata boundaries are then obtained as 
x\ = XQ + 7* = 1 + 0.166667 = 1.166667 
x* =x* +:F2 =1-166667 + 0.166667 = 1.333334 
X3=x2+>^3 =1.333334 + 0.166666 = 1.500000 
x\ = xl + >^4 = 1.500000 + 0.166667 = 1.666667 
X* = J* + ^* = 1.666667 + 0.166666 = 1.833333 
6 
With the optimum value of the objective function Y^fhiyh) ^^ 
/(6,l) = 0.048112522 
4.5 STRATIFICATION OF A RIGHT TRAINGULAR 
DISTRIBUTION 
Let X follow the Right Triangular distribution in the interval 
[a,b\. Then 
[b ~ a) 
= 0 ; otherwise 
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As in section 4.4, using (4.2.4), (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) Wf„Yh andcr^ are 
obtained as 
'- {b-af 
.2 _ylvl-^ahyh-^^4) 
""' n{2a,-y,f 
where afj=l-x^;h = 1,2,...,6 
Using the above value of Wj^,Yh and cr^  the MPP (4.2.8) can be expressed 
as 
i^r • • ^yUyl-^^hyh+^^l 
Minimize > ^=- ~ 
h=\ 342{b-af 
L 
subjectto Y^yh-^ (4.5.1) 
and yij > 0; /i = 1,2,..,,!, 
Where d = b-\ 
to illustrate the computational procedure let [a,Z?] = [0,l] and L = 6, which 
gives MPP (4.5.1) as 
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Minimize f z L ^ Z ^ ^ M 
6 
subjectto Z>'v=l» 
h=\ 
(4.5.2) 
«/7^ y^>0; h = l,2,...,6 
Using the recurrence relations (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) for solving MPP (4.5.2) we 
get 
For first stage A = 1 /(l,^,) = _ i ^ ' ' 
3V2 
a/ >;, =£/] (4.5.3) 
And for the stage k>2 
f{k,d,^)=-- min y'^^y'^-'^^£^'^Kf{k-i,,-y,) (4.5.4) 
where fl^tl-.r^_, =l-(xo +>/i+72+•••• +yfc-i) = l - (>^i+y2+- + J^ ife-i) 
Substituting this value of a,^ in (4.5.4) and executing the computer program 
(available with the authors) developed for the solution procedure given the 
optimum strata widths are obtained as 
y; = 0.112647, jj^ * =0-120353, >'3* =0.130930, >'; =0146071, j^ J^ =0.173603 
and >;6 =0.316396 
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6 
With the optimum value of the objective function Yj/hlyh) ^^ 
/(6,l)= 0.0420973209 
The optimum strata boundaries are worked out as 
X* = xo + ;^ * = 0 + 0.112647 = 0.112647 
jc* = X* +y2= 0.112647 + 0.120353 = 0.233000 
X3=x2+>^3= 0.233000+ 0.130930 = 0.363930 
X* = xl +yl= 0.363930 + 0.146071 = 0.510001 
xl = X* +yl - 0.510001 + 1.73603 = 0.683604 
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CHAPTERV 
OPTIMUM STRATIFICATION FOR AS EXPONENTIAL 
STUDY DISTRIBUTION UNDER NEYMAN ALLOCATION 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Let the stratification variable X follows the exponential distribution with 
parameter X, that is 
f{x) = -e-''\ 0<x<oo 
=0, otherwise 
In practice the actual population is often finite, so assuming the largest 
value of X in the population asZ), the above frequency function can be 
approximated as 
f(x) = \e-'^\ 0<x<D 
A 
=0, elsewhere (5.1.1) 
Note that we have here JCQ =0 andx^ =D. If Z) is sufficiently large, 
(5.1.1) can be considered as an approximate exponential density otherwise 
the truncated exponential density is to be used and the expression (4.2.4)-
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(4.2.6) are to be worked out accordingly. This chapter is based on the work 
ofKhanetal(2005). 
5.2 Th 
Using ( 
e Probleit 
equations 
W,= 
2 
V. 
1 ^'' 9 
— fx f{x)dx--Y\ 
where Yh =— \xf(x)dx, W.J ^ ^ 
for exponential distribution we have 
^;^=e-^/'-i {\-e-yh ) (5.2.1) 
/ A 
\-e-y^ 
W, = )f{x)dx 
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.^A-^-'^'l-y^y^'' (5.2.3) 
Using (5.2.1), (5.2.2), (5.2.3), the problem of determining optimum strata 
boundaries, when the frequency of the main study variable X is given by 
(5.1.1), may be expressed as 
Minimize ^e'^'h-l^^L^(i-e-yh^^) -yh^e'yh^^ 
L 
Subject to Y.yh=^ (5.2.4) 
and yfj>0;h = 1,2,..., L 
where d is obtained by equation Xi~XQ=d with ^o ~ ^  smdxi = D. 
5.3 THE SOLUTION 
Consider the following sub problem of (4.2.8) for first {^< L) strata. 
k 
Minimize Y.fh\yh) 
k 
subject to Y.yh-^k (5.3.1) 
h=\ 
and y^>0;h-l,2,...,k 
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where dj^<d is the total width available for division into k strata. 
Note that dj^=d for k = L 
Also d;^ =yi+y2+-'+yk 
dk-i=yi + y2+-+yk-i=dk+yk 
dk-2 = y\ +y2+-+yk-2 = d,,_^ -y,,_^ 
% • 
d2=y\^y2=dj-y^ and J, = j ; , = t/2 - >^2 
If f{k,dj^) denotes the minimum value of the objective function of (5.3,1), 
then 
/(^,^J=min iMyHViyh=dk^ridy,>0;h = \,2,.:k 
h=l h=\ 
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With the above definition oif{k,d^) the recurrence relations of the dynamic 
programming takes the form 
f{k,d,)= min {f,(y,yf{k-U,-y,)\k>2 (5.3.2) 
For the first stage {i.e,k = l) 
f{l,d,)=fM)^yi=ci, (5.3.3) 
From f{L,d) the optimum width of L'^ stratum,}/ is obtained from 
f{L -\,d- yi) the optimum width of [L - 1 / ' stratum,>*£ ~1 is obtained 
and so on until y^ is obtained. 
Using (3.3) and (3.2) the recurrence relations for MPP 2.13 are as given 
For first stage {k = l) 
fM = ^ H^-e-'^''J~d,'e-'^'' 
at yi=di (5.3.4) 
because Xi^_i = XQ = 0, when k = 1 
for the stage k, where k>2 
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f{k,dj,)= min 
(5.3.5)' 
because ;c^ _i =XQ+yi+... + y,^_^ =dk-yk 
Executing a computer program the recurrence relations (5.3.4) and (5.3.5) 
are solved to seek optimum stratum widths y^;{k = \X-,L) for the 
exponential study variable with density function given in 1, 
with/) = 20 /^2 J yl = l. 
The total width available for cutting stratum boundaries is taken as 20 units, 
that is the largest population value x^ : = D = 20, because the area to the right 
of X = 20 for exponential distribution is almost zero, when /I = 1. 
No. 
strata 
L 
2 
of Strata widths 
* 
yh 
yi*=1.2610 
Strata 
points 
* * 
* 
Xj = XQ -
boundary 
* 
\^yh 
fjj* =1.2610 
Optimum values 
objective function 
0.5341 
of the 
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3 
4 
5 
;;2 = 18.7390 
;;* =0.7678 
>;2=1-2501 
>^3=17.9821 
>'*=0.5509 
j2 =0.7638 
3^3 =1.2513 
>;4=17.4340 
>^j* =0.4393 
>'2 =0.5610 
};3* =0.7569 
74=1.2688 
y5*=16,9740 
4t % 
Xj = :tQ + j^j =0.7678 
4< * 4 
^2 ~^i +^2 =2.0179 
x*=Xo+>'* =0.5509 
x\ =Xi* +_y2^1.3147 
4i 4: 4: 
X3 =^2 +>'3=2.5650 
j*=Xo=>^i*=0.4393 
^2 =^1* +72=1-0003 
X3 =X2 +73=1.7572 
X4 =X3 +74=2.0260 
1 V ^?=-^ 
0.3648 
0.2770 
0.2233 
y^ 
Table 1 gives the optimum values ofy^, Xf. and Y^fhiyh) ^^^ X = 2,3,4,<2«^5. 
h=l 
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CHAPTER VI 
OPTIMUM STRATA BOUNDARIES FOR LOG-NORMAL 
STUDY VARIABLE 
5.1 TlIE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
The log-normal distribution is a positively skewed distribution, the 
distribution is concentrated around the left end, closest the zero. Surveyors 
may use the log-normal distribution for a positive valued study variable that 
might increase without limit, such as the values of securities (financial 
applications) or properties (real estate applications) or the failure rate of 
electronic parts (engineering applications). 
A variable X is log-normally distributed if Y = \n{x) is normally 
distributed where "In" stands for the natural logarithm. The general formula 
for the probability density function of the log-normal distribution is 
j[x) = —^ f / J-' •';x>e,m >0,c7>0 
[x-9)a427T ' (6.1.1) 
where a is the shape parameter, 9 is the location parameter and m is the 
scale parameter. 
With ^ = 0 and m -1 gives the standard log-normal density as 
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>0 (6.1.2) 
This chapter is based on the work of Khan et al (2002). 
6.2 THE PROBLEM 
Using (4.2.4), (4.4.5) and (4.2.6) it can be seen that for a lognormal study 
variable 
Wu 
f 
erf If /ln(;;,+x,_,)^ .. JH^h-iY"" (7^2 -erf J 0-V2 
(6.2.1) 
Yh = -exp 
erf 
V 
<7^-ln(y;, +X;,_l)' 
G V2 
-erf ^a^-ln(x^,_j) 
0-V2 
f 
erf 
\ V 
ln{y;,+x;,_i)' 
(J ri -erf \ crV2 J J 
(6.2.2) 
1 
(^h = 
erf\ 
0-V2 , 
-erf 
V crV2 y 
\ \ 
-exp(2(j ^ erf 2o-^-lnOvtftl) 
0-^2 
^ o _ 2 
e r / 2or2-ln(3_,) 
^^ 
^^^./ln(>;;,+x;,_,)'l 
V V crvz ; ,^ 
- e r / 
\ G4I J 
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exp 
r_2 
erf ^^-lnU+^A-i)l . . /H^//-i) ' 
V 0-V2 ; 
A" 
-erf\ 
crV2 
(6.2.3) 
The error function is used to counter the integration with log-normal density 
function. The probability that a log-normal variate assumes a value in the 
range {z^,z^\ is given by: 
P exp 
V 2 ; 
^ = -k/fe)-e^/fe)l- (6.2.4) 
Common properties of the error function include: 
er f{~z)=-er f{z), er / (0) = 0, er /(cx))=l, er / ( - c o ) = - l 
Using (5.1.3) and (5.1.5) the MPP (3.2.8) from chapter 3 may be expressed 
as: 
MinimizeY, 
exp(2(J^^ er f ^IG^ - ln(j, + x,_Ol ^^ hcj^ - ln(x,_0 
•er J 
1 
V V (7 ^ /5 / V <J VI 
'[ 0-72 J I aV2 
A 
r_2Y 
exp 
(J 
V 2 A 
er/ (JV2 I C7V2 
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subject to Y.yh-d' 
h=\ 
and yf,>0;h = 1,2,..,, L (6.2.5) 
The MPP (6.2.5) can be solve using dynamic programming technique as 
given in chapter 4. 
6.3 A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Let X follows the standard log-normal distribution and the interval for 
stratification is[0.00001,13.00001]. We have 
£7 = 0^ = 0.0000l,^ = .r^  =13.00001 and a = l. This implies that 
d = Xi-x^-\3.'With. the above values MPP (6.2.5) takes the form 
Minimize ^ 
h=l 
sqrt\ ix^merf (l-\n{y,+x,_,)\_^^f2-\n{^,_,y^ 4i 4i 
erf -erf\ 
•exp 
42 
( / l - ln (y ,+A: ,_ ,h / l - ln (x ,_ i )^ ) l ' 
\^J 
erf 
ri -erf 42 n 
subject to X y/j -13, 
h=\ 
and y/j>0;h = l,2,...,Z 
(6.3.1) 
Also 
^k-i=XQ-^y^+y2+... + yk_i=n 
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0.00001 + ; ; i+ ; ;2+- + 7^-i 
^Jt-y*+0.00001 
J^_i+0.00001 
Substituting this value of jc^ _, in (6.3.1) and using (4.3.3) and (4.3.2). The 
recurrence relations for solving MPP (6.3.1) are obtained as 
For the first stage k = 1 
f(\,d,)=Sqrt^ ie.p(2)(./(ldn^^)_./(4 
exp 
v2y 
erf 
. 72 . 
-erf (6.3.2) 
at y^ -- Jj 
and for the stages k>2 
fik, dr.) = min 
Sqrt\ -exp(2j erf 2-ln(rf^ + 0.0001)'|_ /2-ln(fi?i -y^ +0.00001) 
V2 42 
\\erf ln(d^+0.00001)"! (\n[d,,-y,, +0.00001)^^ 42 ]'"'\ Tl ^/J 
1 \ 
rn2 
( 
erf 
ln(c/i + 0.00001)") / I - ln(rfi -y^+ 0.0000l)y 
4i -erf\ 42 
+ f{k-l,d,,-yj^) 
(6.3.3) 
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Table 1: OSW and OSB for standard log-normal study variable 
No. of 
strata 
L 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Optimum Strata 
widths 
1.;) 
y\ = 2.23652 
y^ =10.76348 
;;,*= 1.30859 
72=2.35085 
yl = 9.34056 
yl = 0.95459 
y*2=l.2521S 
73=2.53417 
74=8.25846 
yl = 0.76589 
72=0.84332 
73=1.36367 
74=2.62141 
75=7.40571 
Optimum Strata 
boundaries 
[xl = xl_^+yl) 
* * 
X\ = XQ+ y^ =2.23653 
xl =Xo+7,* =1.30860 
X2 =xl +y*2 =3.65945 
X* =Xo+7i* =0.95460 
x*2 =xl +y*2 =2.20738 
X3 =^2+73 =4.74155 
Xj*=Xo+7* =0.76590 
x* =x*+72 =1.60922 
X3=X2+73* =2.97289 
X4 =^3+74 =5.59430 
Optimum value of the 
objective function 
/(2,13) = 0.8569355124 
/(3,13)= 0.5773613579 
/(4,13)= 0.4358095763 
/(5,13) = 0.3501356776 
— 
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y^ = 0.64767 
>'2 =0.63531 
yl = 0.90957 
^4= 1.44256 
yl = 2.65047 
j^ ;^  =6.71542 
xi =XQ-hyi = 0.64768 
^2 =^l'+y2 =1-28199 
^3 =^2+3^3 =2.19156 
^ ^ ^ 
x^ = X2 + y4 = 3.63412 
xl=xl+yl= 6.28459 
/(6,13) = 0.2926636591 
Solving the recursive equations (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) by executing the 
computer programs given in Athar, H (2008) the OSW are obtained. The 
values of optimum strata widths yl and the optimum strata boundaries given 
by xl - xl_i +yl with the values of the objective function Yifhiyh) ^^"^ 2, 
h=i 
3,4, 5 and 6 strata are presented in the above Table. 
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